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Score Match Summary

First XI Loss 10/150 6/151

Round 6 of the GPS season was welcomed with pink stumps day to show support for the 
McGrath foundation. The grips, zinc, playing ball and of course stumps turned pink for this 
great cause. With the second last away game for the season the boys travelled early down 
to Churchie to a belter wicket. After many weekends of soft pitches it was a welcome sight to 
finally have a hard pitch and the boys were eager to win the toss and bat.
Churchie won the toss and to our surprise elected to send us into bat; we began to scratch 
our heads when both Rex and Harry looked settled in after passing the 50 run partnership. 
Harry’s (20) wicket fell at an inopportune time right at drinks trying to flog a short pitch 
delivery but instead getting a tickle to the keeper. 
With the score 1/52 the openers had set a good platform for us to move forward. 
Unfortunately Tom was dismissed shortly after the drinks break edging a ball to the keeper. 
Callum and Rex cautiously moved forward with the innings but after what looked like a big 
day for Rex he was dismissed by a good grab at mid on for 36. 
Callum Galvin was the only middle order batsman to make any input being the one set 
batsman through another TGS collapse. The boys lost 6/47with Callum finishing on 23 runs. 
Paul Draheim and Harrison Tzannes met in the middle in real danger at 8/117. The boys 
batted very sensibly, hitting the men on the fence and running very well. The two put on 31 
runs for the 9th wicket with Paul on 24 and Harrison 10*. TGS were eventually dismissed for 
150 runs with still 6 overs to play. Some poor shots meant we were probably at least 30 runs 
short of the par score especially after a good start. The boys went to lunch knowing they 
were in for a tough session in the field if they were to defend 150.
Kruger and Ryan opened the innings and Wihan made the early breakthrough we needed 
trapping the man in front  to have Churchie 1/3. Their other opening bat Timms looked very 
positive hitting the ball several times to the fence having the run rate hovering around 4 an 
over. Wihan would strike again with a full delivery catching the edge to Tzannes. At the very 
end of our two openers' spells Jem would open his account uprooting the pink stumps to 
have Churchie 3/41. From there it was the Timms show. He hit our bad balls, ran hard and 
rotated the strike very well. Although at times he looked to be giving our boys chances he 
held one end down while our boys strangled the other. 
The game plan was simple from the sidelines with our boys doing their best to restrict their 
set batsman. Timms would pass his 50 scoring the majority of the Churchie total. Jem 
returned to the attack and made the break through with another catch for Tzannes and the 
score 4/98. After the second drinks break, Wihan returned to the attack finally getting the 
danger man of Timms out for 78. 
With the score 5/118 it seemed our modest total of 150 may not be enough to clinch victory 
but our boys still believed they could. The boys were pumped for the last push and we threw 
everything we had at them. Unfortunately it just wasn’t enough and although it was great to 
see the fight in our boys all the way to the end the Churchie boys did the job. Harry 
Meikljohn worked hard and finally got the reward of a wicket with only 5 runs needed for 
Churchie.
Jem Ryan 2/34, Wihan 3/30 and Harry Meikljohn 1/28 were our only wicket takers for TGS. 
An honourable mention must go to Paul Draheim 0/24 and Harrison Tzannes taking three 
catches and being very tidy behind the stumps. 
Churchie eventually passed the total 6 down with still 6 overs to play. Not batting out our 50 
really hurt us today and proved to be the difference between the two sides. With three 
games left we can finish the season on a positive note but we will need to sort out some 
obvious issues in parts of our game.

2nd XI Loss 10/99 9/164

Winning the toss, Churchie lost regular wickets and were essentially a one man band with 
the bat with their classy number 4 batter scoring 77(91). Best for TGS with the ball were Ben 
Dight 4/28 and Daly Guest 2/30 while Charlie Wigan, Fred Perry and Cameron Cardillo all 
picked up a wicket. Angus Paton continued his good work with the gloves saving many runs 
with his acrobatic work. In reply we were never in the hunt, losing regular wickets before 
being all out for 99. Charlie Wigan 27(36) and Daly Guest 24(21) were the only batters to 
contribute something substantial.

3rd XI Loss 10/64 8/108

After losing the toss the TGS 3rd XI was, once again, given the leather and sent to the 
outfield. Some excellent team work, classy bowling, and positive chatter saw the Churchie 
top order dismissed without any  quality partnerships developing. Stand out bowling 
performances from Will Raymond (1/5 off 2 overs), Sam Schriek (2/10 off 2 overs), and Pat 
Doran (2/10 off 2 overs) saw the Churchie boys finish their overs at 8/108 -a total the boys 
felt comfortable they could achieve. Following a couple of early dismissals, William Freeman 
took charge with the willow, slogging in 32 runs from only 14 balls, including 23 in a single 
over where he cleared the boundary for three maximums in a row. Sitting pretty at 2/35 after 
four overs, a slow and considered approach could have seen the boys home to a 
comfortable win. Sadly, the boys were in a rush to make their runs and William Freeman's 
32 ultimately accounted for half of the team's total as we were dismissed for 64 in the ninth 
over. 

4th XI Loss 10/93 10/170

On a pleasant afternoon the TGS 4ths applied themselves against the Churchie openers 
who initially provided some resistance. Working hard in the field saw TGS initiate a middle 
order collapse with the opposition at one stage 6 for 80. Some missed opportunities then 
meant the Churchie tail-enders made their mark.   Unfortunately the cooling afternoon then 
meant the pink ball started to swing and move which provided some difficulty for our 
batsmen. Highlights with the bat were Zac Lane's 2 sixes and Manny Kelly defiant till the end 
scoring 2 fours from the last two balls of the innings. With the ball John Higgins was 
devastating with 3/17 from 3 overs.



11A Win 10/99 10/91

TGS won the toss and elected to bat first in what looked like good conditions for batting. 
Openers Paarth Menon (10 runs) and Arshvir Singh (16 runs) got the innings off to a good 
start against the Churchie opening bowlers with the new pink ball swinging around 
considerably early on. A loss of wickets in succession made it difficult for TGS to build 
partnerships and withstand some good bowling spells from Churchie. Reiko Vermeulen (36 
runs from 50 balls) played a stellar innings which combined good shot selection with great 
running between wickets, and in partnership with the lower order, helped to get the TGS 
total to 99 runs. In return with the ball, TGS bowled and fielded exceptionally well to build 
pressure early on against the Churchie top order. Angus Ingold (1/11 from 6 overs) bowled 
with good pace and accuracy early on with the new pink Duke ball. Jude Brocherie (3/10 
from 6 overs) and Scott Radford (2/11 from 3 overs) bowled superbly well to pick up 5 
wickets in partnership and build scoreboard pressure aided by some brilliant fielding efforts. 
Arshvir Singh (1/6 from 4 overs) bowled well with good composure late in the innings to pick 
up the final wicket with Churchie all out for 91 runs. Well done TGS on a great effort to win 
against the top placed Churchie and hopefully a game to remember for players and 
spectators! 

11B Win 4/94 10/91

The pink round got off to a cracking start with our opening bowler Tom Schutt (3/20 off 4 
overs) taking three quick wickets. Hamish Innes (2/12 off 4) and Lachlan Milton (3/8 off 5) 
bowled excellently in the middle overs, and the Wills (Savill and Titterton) finished off the tail. 
Churchie were all out for 91 in our best bowling performance of the season. We did get 
ahead of ourselves a little early with a diamond duck run out and an LBW early, but Will 
Titterton (19 from 37) and Angus Maclean (30* from 33) got us most of the way there, with 
some excellent hitting by Tom Schutt (25* from 29) closing out the win. We played well and 
won with dignity in a scrappier match than the result reflects. 

11C Loss 9/105 4/113

PLAYED GT: Arriving at GT with only nine men was going to be a formidable challenge 
against a side keen to avenge a previous loss in Toowoomba. Batting first, Mildren attacked 
from the outset, compiling a strong 20 that saw opposition fielders reluctant to take on his 
power hitting. Delforce (17) was a good support, playing some text book shots that kept the 
scoreboard ticking over. A mid order collapse saw Birchley arrive at the crease, pushing 
runs hard from the start, producing a determined innings of  30 that “righted the ship”. This 
was a “gutsy” innings from Birchley as he took on all bowlers and would not back  down. 
Francis then continued the attack with his usual tenacity, hitting maximums and fours at will 
for a strong 36 runs. Defending a 105 was going to test the teams resolve and this was 
perhaps the highlight of the day. The bowling and fielding was great. The pressure was kept 
up to the finish with Hawkins taking 2, supported by Cameron and Francis taking 1 apiece. 
They were also well supported by great bowling from Saal, Gamage, Birchley and our two 
fishermen, Mildren and Wockner. The fielding was good, the number of catches being taken 
much better than the previous week. This was a great effort today against the odds. You did 
not back down and worked well as a team throughout. Great team, great effort.

10A Win 5/103 8/102

TGS lost the toss and bowled first. Our bowling and fielding performance put us in good 
positions to apply pressure throughout the ACGS innings. Matthew Moore and Ewald Kruger 
picked up 2 wickets a-piece while all of our other bowlers applied pressure through tight 
lines and consistent lengths. Our run chase was efficient with Richard Dean top scoring with 
36 off 57 balls, ably supported by captain TJ Samarawickrama who was undefeated on 23. 
A good team performance, well done boys. 

10B Win 4/186 44524

PLAYED BSHS: Dominant batting and outstanding bowling were highlights but not equal to 
the brilliant sportsmanship displayed by the team. The boys did their schools proud and 
were a great example of how a team should conduct themselves. An individual fifty and 
some dynamic sixes also stood out. 

10C Win 8/117 8/115

PLAYED GT: The match versus Terrace at Anderson Park was a tough one. Terrace 
provided excellent opposition with one particularly good batsman who ground out a 53 
before giving up a catch. Harry Newnham was the best of our bowlers with 2/16 off his 
allocated overs, but others bowled well with no luck. Short boundaries mean that edges can 
go for four and a number of our bowlers were frustrated by this.
Our batting effort finally got us the win in the 19th over, but only after Terrace accelerated 
their over rate after starting slowly. It was appreciated that they did speed the rate up. 
Cameron Apel, usually a bowler, top scored with 33 runs. We changed our batting order to 
enable boys who missed out on a bat last week to spend some time in the middle this week. 
It worked for some, but not for others. The team is going well at this stage and they are 
looking forward to the rest of the season.

10D Win 9/116 9/114

PLAYED GT: An exciting win for the 10 D team this week, with the winning runs scored off 
the final ball of the innings.
GT chose to bat first , and did get off to a flying start, but steady bowling by Charlie Aarons 
with 1 for 6 off 2, Lachlan MacNamee with 2 for 14, and a good stint of spin bowling from 
Brock Johnston with 2 for 13, slowed the pace of the runs. Lewis Elder with 2 for 6, and Ned 
Smith with 1 for 6 kept the screws on at the end of the GT innings.
With a target of 114 set, the team were confident, but two early wickets through some strong 
bowling put the pressures on. Clancy McCosker and Lewis Elder steadied the run chase 
with a strong 28 and 24 score respectively. A further 2 quick wickets going cheaply and the 
game was looking beyond us. But Charlie Aarons and Ned Smith kept the runs ticking over. 
Lachlan MacNamee was able to hold his nerve facing the last ball, needing three runs to 
win. Fortunately for us, the bowler was not able to produce a good final ball, and Lachlan 
made short work of dispatching it to the boundary.
A well deserved win for the team. Looking forward to building on it for the remainder of the 
season.

10E Win 2/91 5/90

PLAYED BBC: A great effort from the 10E’s today. BBC won the toss and elected to bat, 
the boys bowled well with much less wides than usual giving BBC a score of 5/90. Special 
mention to Ben Silvester taking 2 wickets and Lochie Creagh’s bowling which lead to a run 
out. Leading the charge was Matt Taylor and Lochie Creagh, Matt scoring 54 not out and 
Lochie getting his first points of the season. Aiden Munchenberg and Tristan Bayntun also 
helped chase down the target of 90, reaching 91 in the 8th over. Overall a great effort for an 
arvo game with a couple of dropped balls. Well done lads.

9A Loss 5/179 5/181

The boys won the toss and elected to bat against Churchie. They were given a very strong 
start by Joe (75) and Gurnoor (52). When the 1st wicket fell at 125 the platform has been set 
for a solid total. The final score of 179 was aided by a quick fire 26 from Cooper. When 
Churchie walked to the crease the boys were confident they could defend the total. Some 
good early bowling from George (2 wickets) and Isaac (1 wicket) restricted the total. They 
were supported by some very tight bowling from the spinners through Cooper and Baxter 
however Churchie were able to crawl across the line in the last over to get the win. Some 
real positives with the batting, bowling and fielding. A win is not far away for the boys who 
have been extremely competitive in every game and with a little more luck would be 
unbeaten at this point of the season.



9B Loss 10/91 3/94

Batting first, we found ourselves in the same position as most games this year where after 
drinks we would have to pick up our run rate. At the drinks break we were 4-35. Bad 
communication in running between wickets allowed the opposition 3 run outs and us missing 
out on extra runs when available. Stuart Officer (23 runs-51 balls) and Jordi Groom (16runs-
22 balls) were the pick of the batsmen. Ben Burgess carried on with his good form with the 
ball to pick up the first 2 wickets inside the first 6 overs but from there the opposition 
captilised on us not bowling at the top of the off stump and made our score before the 15th 
over. Let's turn it around to our previous weeks' efforts and get another win lads.  

9C Win 8/131 10/130

A nail-biting finish today as the boys pulled off a last ball victory. Churchie won the toss and 
sent the TGS boys into bat. A steady build tailed off in the last two overs; the the team was 
still able to post over a run a ball. Best with the bat were Mark Armstrong (27 off 20, ret n.o.), 
Jonathan Moffitt (24 off 25, ret n.o.), Max Williamson (18 off 22, ret n.o.) and Sam Spencer 
(13 off 6). 
In the field, the boys applied the screws early, with some great bowling, catching and 
fielding, but then became wayward in the last 8 overs, allowing Churchie back into the 
match. Needing two runs off the final ball, keeper Mark Armstrong kept his head and threw 
to the bowler, Jon Moffitt, to effect a run out to win the game. Best with the ball were Marcus 
Cook (3 for 8 off 2) and Sam Spencer (2 for 18 off 2). Henry Paton took a couple of good 
catches and Kai Richardson took another two cracking outfield catches and had his best day 
in the field. Well done men!

9D Loss 10/81 3/82

A truer test of a cricketer's mettle you will not find.
You will not find in any player's manual, any Quora article nor any Wikihow page the answer 
to the question: "what to do when you get hit over the rope 5 times in one over."
Staring down the barrel of another grueling defeat at the hands of one opposition batsmen, 
facing the very situation described to you above, the 9Ds were gracious and unflappable. 
Once again I stand in awe of this team and their humility in victory and defeat.
It was a tough day for our bowlers but Hame, Kath and Henry got a fantastic wicket each 
with Hame only giving away 3 runs off his overs. Hame and Marcus gave us our best shot at 
posting a good total, but the opposition's relentless pace kept scoring down across the 
board. However, I'd have rathered to have been in the team who fought desperately for 
every run than a team that travelled 3 hours to taunt each other (not the opposition: each 
other!) in field and not have a bat or bowl. Thanks to Gentry, Drysie and Sterlo for stepping 
up to the plate and filling in for us, each of these blokes are worthy additions to our line-up.
Long after the ink of the scorebook fades, the lessons learnt at Anderson Park Bottom Oval 
aka The Cauldron will remain.

9E No Match

8A Loss 10/68 2/178

Another consistent start with the ball saw us restrict the opposition to 2-65 when drinks were 
called at the 20 over mark. The pattern of our bowling innings has been very similar from 
week to week - that being restricting teams early before having them accelerate their innings 
on the back of partnerships and batsmen who are set in their innings. Our effort can’t be 
faulted although our execution of tight bowling line and length and a general drop off in 
fielding energy is evident. This being the case, our opponents pressed on with no further 
loss of wickets to post a testing run chase total of 2-178. Gilbert Tighe was the sole wicket 
taker with 2-19 off his 6 overs. Charles Lachmund again bowled economically but without 
luck to have 19 runs come from his 6 overs. 
Our opening combination was broken in the 3rd over which prompted Lachmund and Liam 
Hackwood to commence stabilising the innings and both batsmen rotated the strike well and 
were set at the crease when Hackwood was dismissed for 15 ending a 37 run partnership. 
However, just like the Titanic, we hit our own iceberg, losing the next 3 wkts for 3 runs and in 
the blink of an eye we were 5-44 which included the dismissal of Lachmund for a well made 
17. Our batting depth was going to be tested from this point on and unfortunately the task 
was too great and our last wicket fell with our total on 68.

8B Loss 7/110 6/111

Plenty of pink on display in this game as TGS boys won a toss and decided to bat first, 
hoping to have a change of luck from recent narrow losses when batting second. Ed 
Webster (30) and Harrison Humphreys (15) provided a solid start, with only 2 wickets down 
at the drinks break. This was an opportunity to increase the run rate in the latter part of the 
innings, however the batters were too intent on going for the big shots, not realising that 
singles also count to the total. Consequently, too many dot balls and that will be a focus at 
training this week. The total of 7/110 appeared to be under par. Hugo Morison added 18. 
ACGS were cruising to victory at 2/73 but the Grammar boys fought back to take quick 
wickets and it was anyone's game. Some dropped catches and missed run out opportunities 
added to the final overs' drama. In the end our opponents scored the winning runs with just 3 
balls remaining. Jack Wiggins took 2/7 (3) and Josh Fraser 1/12 (3). That is the 3rd last over 
loss in a row, so now the players can't afford to get frustrated as we fine tune many areas of 
their game.

8C Loss 6/94 4/95

After winning the toss and electing to bat the team was off to shaky start losing Finn O'Mara 
to a run out with the score on 0 brining James Lasker (27 retired not out) to the crease. 
James combined with Ben Walker (8) and James Nicholls (12) to steady the ship and steer 
the innings to a respectable total. Handy contributions by Arch Campbell (8) and Fergus 
Elborne (16) helped the team to a respectable 94 from 20 overs. Our bowlers found the 
narrow pitch difficult to deal with early however and an early run out followed by some tight 
bowling by Tom Sanson (0/7), Fergus Elborne (1/9) and Arch Campbell (1/7) saw the 
opposition struggling at 3/45 after 12 overs. Unfortunately the opposition took advantage of 
some loose bowling to get themselves back in the game and despite a late wicket to Hunter 
Taylor (1/15) they passed our total 4 wickets down. A disappointing loss which could have 
easily seen the result in our favour.

8D Loss 6/79 6/106

We did well to restrict a strong Churchie outfit to 106 from their 20 overs. Our best bowlers 
were Campbell Schutt (1/11 from 2 overs), Alex Deignan (1/17 from 3 overs) and Ryan 
McKay (1/4 from 1 over). With bat in hand, we needed to hit boundaries to stay in the hunt, 
but three run outs tended to erode confidence and in the end there were just too many runs 
to get off too few overs and our opposition got their well-deserved win. Our best batters were 
Ollie Weier (15 n.o. from 30 balls) and Archie Beckwith (13 from 18 balls). We look forward 
to welcoming TSS to our campus this Saturday.

8E Loss 4/49 0/51

The TGS men batted first and posted 49 after the 20 overs which we thought was a little 
under par. However our bowling attack was pumped up and ready to give it a good go. 
Unfortunately Churchie chased the runs in 10 overs.
Things to work on for next week are running between wickets, limiting extras and ground 
fielding. Still a great effort from the team, well done men.

7A Win 8/193 7/188
A very well earned win today! A great team effort with all boys contributing to the victory. 
Banjo Seaniger 60, Hugh Mansfield 38, Rueben Kruger 26 and Josh Barwick with 2 for 7 off 
4 overs on his debut in the 7A’s. All the catching practice is paying off!



7B Loss 8/158 8/159

A top of the table clash saw skipper Austin Webster win the toss and elect to bat. It was 
going to be a tough week for us with 3 new debutants (5 in 2 weeks) with the new boys not 
having played or trained with the squad until today. TGS got off to a shaky start but were 
3/50 at the break and really put the foot down to be 8/158, our top score for the season. Dan 
Wilson played his second outstanding innings, this time surpassing his highest score of 60 
with a 70/93 and played the anchor throughout the entire innings. Debutants Mark Ridgway 
looked strong opening and Dougie Hoare demonstrated he is a top order batsman with fine 
stroke play, with an unbeaten 21.  A nice stint from Buddy Henderson who batted well above 
his usual order was worth noting. If we had a wagon wheel, Dan would have covered every 
pocket of the ground - it was a joy to watch and one of the highlights of the season. 
Debutant Peter Barac opened with fast bowling and troubled the batsmen early having been 
dropped twice in his spell. Bryce Lindemann and Austin Webster continue to be consistent in 
line and length and were unlucky to not have picked up more wickets. Will McKay, Mark 
Ridgway and Dougie Hoare were perhaps the pick of the bowlers today. All boys bowled 
well but ACGS got away with a quick start (1/80) in the first 15 overs; we leaked too many 
extras and we fielded terribly in the first stanza which ended up too big a mountain to climb 
in the second half even though the boys drastically improved their fielding. Notable efforts 
included 2 catches to Peter; a superb outfield catch in the sun and above his head by 
Dougie; and a direct run out from Austin. The boys fought hard (as they continue to do each 
match) and is why they are a tough team to beat - I am very proud of their efforts. 
A big thank you to Mr Dein for his efforts with Pink Stumps Day and for the Webster family 
for providing pink headbands and sweatbands for all the boys. Along with the pink zinc and 
bat grips the boys played their part in promoting this very important charity. (Dan states that 
the pink ball is much easier to see so perhaps that something to consider going forward Mr 
Dein!) 

7C Loss 6/82 8/96

Grammar lost the toss and took to the field with the pink ball.There was some very smart 
fielding, none better than Oli Lethbridge who pocketed 2 in close. Tom Hiscock (3/1/2) and 
Oli Lethbridge (3/3/11) were the pick of the bowlers. By the drinks break the run rate had 
been pegged to 4 with a steady flow of dismissals.The number 9 bat managed to bludgeon 
16 from 7 faced to drag the final total to 8/96. A tighter line was bowled today from all 10 
bowlers with only 4 wides to keepthe total under 100. The run chase began well with Oli (17) 
retired and Campbell Newell (9 retired) taking the score to 24 without loss after the first 5 
overs.Tom Hiscock  (11) kept the target in reach to be 42 after 10. The opposition bowlers 
bowled an excellent length to pin the batsmen to 76 dot balls.This was to be a crucial factor. 
The innings stalled and it was only in the last over where the turbo kicked in with Artie 
McMillan belting 9 off 4 balls.There  were many tantalising moments where victory looked 
likely and the opposition coach indicated that it was the first time this season where they 
were under the pump. It was a roller coaster of a day with many highlights in the field with 
jubilation from Tom Dampney when Campbell Newell gloved one behind which had first hit 
his chest. The boys were also tickled pink to devour Beau’s birthday cupcakes baked by Mrs 
Stirling. 

7D Loss 11/72 2/119

The annual fixture against ACGS saw us beaten in every aspect of the game. James 
Johnston was given the honour of leading the team for this game. He won the toss and 
elected to field. Churchie made 2 for 119. Max Hatton took 1 for 8 from his 2 overs while the 
other wicket to fall was an excellent run out by Christopher Piccini. In reply, we struggled to 
72. Yohann Kang again top scored with 10 runs including 2 boundaries. Credit where credit 
is due; the difference between the two teams was the catching. We dropped several 
chances while Churchie took every chance on offer, including some spectacular catches that 
would not have been out of place in a Big Bash game. Catches do win matches!  

7E Loss 7/83 4/109

Churchie won the toss and elected to bat and got off to a flyer scoring 35 runs in the first 4 
overs. The bowling and fielding tightened  and Churchie were then steady in reaching 4/109 
in their 20 overs. Archie Smart was the top bowler with 2/11. In reply TGS scored 7/83 from 
their 20 overs. Top scorers were Archie Cumming 16 n.o., Daniel Matoki 15 and Tom 
Colbran 11 n.o. Fielding will be the training focus for the week.

7F Win 1/84 5/70

PLAYED GT: Another great match for 7F who are improving every week. GT won the toss 
and elected to bat first. TGS fielders kept pressure on the GT batsmen and kept the energy 
positive throughout the innings, despite the midday heat. Harry Allen and Finn Pickering took 
2 wickets each, with Lachy Radnedge taking a 5th, with GT finishing their innings 5/70. 
Hamza Ali had a great match overall, keeping for 10 overs, taking a catch and making 23 
runs. In an opening partnership with Ben Ploetz, the pair gave TGS a great start, retiring with 
46 runs, having faced 15 balls each. The TGS batsmen took advantage of every ball they 
could hit and quickly reached the total required in just 9 overs, claiming the win, at 1/84. 

6A Loss 9/188 3/150

We were greeted by a great display from coaches & students of the 6A's with the colour of 
pink all over the grounds. Another win at the toss saw us bowling first. An early breakthrough 
due to some sharp fielding by our keeper Alby Galbraith saw Churchie at 1-9. We bowled 
well but we weren't able to get any more wickets until late in the innings. Pick of the bowlers 
were Dom Seaby with 0-9 , Jake Woodhead 1 - 24 and Beau Hamilton 1-27. Our innings 
didn't start well, at one point being 3-15. A steady partnership between Alby ( 21 off 39 )and 
Ethan Fryer (10 off 39) put things back on track. We were well behind the run rate until Jack 
Jellicoe (33 off 36) hit three sixes off one over to get us back in touch. Max Onley (10 off 10) 
tried hard but we weren't able to reach the target. All the boys had a touch of pink or more 
and it was a great day with wonderful hospitality provided by Churchie. 

6B Loss 10/69 2/153
The 6Bs really lacked energy in the field and it showed! 39 wides and 17 no balls certainly 
showed this. With the bat, we gave away 7 run outs... 5 to the same fielder in the same 
position... it's hard to score runs when you do that!

6C Loss 10/49 0/50
Great game overall. Again TGS stood for a solid 18 overs before being knocked over for 50. 
Our total was reached early into their innings, and we mixed our teams up for some match 
practice.  Man of the match was Angus Hall 

5A Loss 9/99 1/126

Today was "one of those days" for the mighty 5A team. Whilst we didn't win on the 
scoreboard, there were still a number of positives to come out of the performance. Batting 
first, we posted 9/99 from 18.5 overs. Aariz Imam (27 not out from 33 balls) and Ethan 
Shepherd (22 from 31 balls) were the standouts with the bat. Both of these boys retired early 
on, which proved crucial, as we were able to score a few extra runs towards the end of our 
innings. In reply, the Churchie top three batted extremely well and got their team off to a 
flyer. After 10 overs, Churchie were 80 runs, needing only 20 runs to win from the final 10 
overs. The TGS boys didn't give up the fight and bowled really well in the second half of our 
fielding innings. In the end, Churchie did pass our school finishing at 1/126. Austin Windsor 
was our wicket taker and finished with figures of 1 for 3 from 2 overs. The old saying 
"catches win matches" certainly applied today as we dropped a few tough chances early. 
There were some "tired" efforts in the field but I am sure we will bounce back next week for 
our road trip down to TSS. Stay positive boys!



5B Loss 7/86 3/164

Another run chase! The pink ball was chased a lot today.  The Churchie batters benefitted 
from some very straight bowling from TGS early on, with the ball being dispatched all around 
the ground by some batsmen with some strong hitting power. TGS regrouped and held the 
run rate to a more achievable level after drinks. Credit to Harry Johansen and Jack Elmes 
who have improved their accuracy with lots of practice.
Rupert Raymond (eventual Man of the Match) struck a four off the first ball of the innings, 
raising hopes for his team mates. He swatted a number of boundaries in his innings before 
holing out late in the match. Noah Brannelly, Josh Applebee and Edward Cook also retired 
after seeing off the strong Churchie bowlers.
The improvement of the boys is remarkable and is a pleasure to watch.


